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ABSTRACT

Recent years have seen the evolution of networks of tiny low
power computing blocks, known as sensor networks. In one
class of sensor networks, a non-expert user, who has little or
no experience with electronics or programming, selects,
connects and/or configures one or more blocks such that the
blocks compute a particular Boolean logic function of sensor
values. We describe a series of experiments showing that
non-expert users have much difficulty with a block based on
Boolean logic truth tables, and that a logic block having a
sentence-like structure with some configurable switches
yields a better success rate. We also show that a particular
use of color with a truth table improves results over a
traditional truth table.
Categories & Subject Descriptors

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation:
Miscellaneous.
General Terms

Design; Experimentation; Human Factors
Keywords

Sensor networks; Boolean logic; embedded computing
systems; truth table; eBlocks
INTRODUCTION

The continued shrinking of computer chip size and cost has
led to a class of computing known as sensor networks [7,11].
A sensor network is a computing network consisting of tens
to thousands (or more) of tiny compute nodes. A node may
range in size from perhaps a matchbox, to something not
much larger than a large piece of dust, and may cost just a
few dollars to as little as just a few cents.
One particular evolving class of sensor networks is known as
eBlocks [3,4], which we are developing at the University of
California, Riverside. eBlocks are intended to enable regular
people, having no electronics or programming experience, to
construct basic but useful customized sensor-based systems.
One such system might alert a homeowner that their garage
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door has been left open at night. Today, a garage-open-atnight system can be purchased off-the-shelf, but due to low
sales volumes, may cost about $75. Furthermore, the off-theshelf systems can’t be customized easily. In contrast, with
eBlocks, the homeowner could purchase various building
blocks and as illustrated in Figure 1(a), connect the blocks,
and configure the logic to detect the condition of the contact
switch sensor and the light sensor each outputting false. As
another example, a homeowner might want to set up a system
that detects that their child is sleepwalking in the dark as
illustrated in Figure 1(b). Countless similar uses of sensor
blocks exist, e.g., a caregiver may want to detect certain daily
activities (walking, in bed, talking on the phone) of an aging
patient, an environmental scientist may wish to photograph
nocturnal animals at a feeding hole, or a building manager
may want to be alerted to a temperature exceeding a
threshold. These systems can be built from many of same
basic building blocks. Hence, makers of such blocks could
sell the blocks in large volumes, thus reducing cost.
The above systems require the use of logic blocks to compute
basic Boolean logic functions. For programmers and
engineers, AND, OR and NOT form the basic logic blocks
from which any logic function can be computed. However,
we sought to create a single block that could be configured to
a particular logic function, to avoid the inconvenience of
users having to utilize several and varying numbers of logic
blocks depending on the desired function. In this paper, we
describe several designs for logic blocks, and provide data
from several experiments demonstrating that a sentencebased block yields best results.
TABLE-BASED LOGIC BLOCK AND INITIAL INFORMAL
EXPERIMENTS

A key design criterion for all eBlocks is that the blocks
should be self-explanatory. Our experiments have confirmed
to us, and are consistent with other studies [5,13], that users
prefer exploratory learning and dislike reading even the
shortest instructions. We built several dozen physical
eBlock prototypes. Each block was about the size of a deck
of
cards,
contained
a
PIC
microcontroller
(http://www.microchip.com), and could be connected to
each other using simple two-prong plugs. We used “yes”
and “no” to represent logic values, and included short
descriptive phrases on each block. For example, the motion

Figure 1: Garage Open At Night System built using eBlock
prototypes (a) and Sleepwalking Detector (b).
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Table 1: Results of written quizzes for truth tables and Boolean
equations.
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sensor block says: “Outputs ‘yes’ when motion is detected,
‘no’ otherwise.” We designed a logic block with a 2-input 1output truth table on the front of the block. We believed that
non-experts would not have trouble understanding a truth
table, because a truth table simply lists each input condition,
and thus users would merely need to select the desired output
(yes or no) for each input condition by moving a switch. We
favored the truth table design because a truth table can
represent all two input Boolean functions.
With these prototypes, we conducted a series of informal
experiments to see what aspects of eBlocks people readily
understood, and what aspects were challenging. We gave
users a set of blocks, asked users to build specific systems,
and observed them for 30 minutes. Participants included
neighbors, kids, friends, and one high-school class. We
observed most of the participants could not successfully use
the logic block without training. Much confusion existed as
to how to configure the switches and how to interpret the
truth table. These early informal experiments led to us to
focus on creating a better logic block.
Truth Table Experiments Using Written Quizzes

We gave a written quiz to determine if a truth table based
block was intuitive to non-experts. Typical majors of
participants were psychology, business, etc. We randomly
distributed three different versions of the quiz among the
students. All versions introduced the idea of a motion sensor,
a light sensor, and a logic block, using a short description and
figure. The quiz asked students to configure the logic block
for various sensor conditions.
One quiz version allowed the students to answer by checking
boxes in a truth table similar to the original logic block.
Table 1 summarizes results in the Truth table with variables
column. Only 36% of the students correctly filled in the table
outputs for a “detect motion at night” condition, while none
of the students correctly configured the table’s outputs for
more difficult conditions.
One might assume that the reason for the low scores was due
to the use of variable names (A, B) in the quiz, and the use of
the complement symbol (A’). To test this assumption, we
used a second version of the quiz that used a truth table
version that wrote out each input combination in English. As
can be seen in Table 1 in the Truth table with English
column, students performed better but still poorly.
We also checked whether people were comfortable writing
Boolean equations. We used a third quiz version that showed

Truth table with Truth table with Boolean
variables
English
equations
(11 students)
(9 students)
(9 students)
Motion at night
36%
22%
11%
Motion
0%
56%
0%
Motion at night or no 0%
22%
0%
motion in day
Motion or night
0%
11%
0%

an example of a Boolean equation of A and B, and that asked
students to write the correct Boolean equation of input
variables. As seen in the Table 1 in the Boolean equations
column, success rates were low.
Just to be sure that the notion of truth tables was the item
causing difficulties, we gave the quiz version using a truth
table with variables to students in a digital design course who
had previous experience with truth tables. Of the six students,
100% answered the motion at night question correctly, and
the average success on the remaining three questions was
90%. We found that non-expert students simply had no
understanding of what the rows and columns of the truth
table signified, and we concluded that a truth table is not a
known concept for non-experts. We thus began our search
for a single-block logic design that was more readily
understandable by users.
TRUTH TABLE AND SENTENCE EXPERIMENTS USING A
SIMULATOR

We proceeded to define three “improved” versions of tablebased logic blocks, and a sentence-based logic block, shown
in Figure 2. To support the next series of experiments, we
developed an eBlock simulator. The simulator enabled us to
experiment with larger numbers of users than possible with
our limited number of physical prototypes. Furthermore, the
simulator enabled users to examine the behavior of their
configured systems – a feature that exists when eBlocks are
used in practice, but that is absent in written quizzes.
Experiments – Four Logic Block Versions

We created a modified version of the simulator that displayed
a pre-designed eBlock system with the logic block in the
center, so that the user only had to configure the logic block
to complete the system – the user did not have to instantiate
or connect blocks. We created pre-designed systems for two
different problems, with instructions briefly describing the
problem and asking the user to configure the switches on the
“combine” block to correctly solve the problem.
We conducted experiments in spring 2004 using the
simulator. The participants were students in lab sections of
our earlier-mentioned computer applications course, and our
introduction to programming course for non-scientists/nonengineers. Students had 15 minutes to complete a simulatorbased quiz, most finishing in less time. Table 2 shows that
the logic block versions having truth tables embedded in a
sentence slightly outperformed the phrased truth table. We
also see that the logic sentence version seemed to outperform

Figure 2: Logic block versions: (a) phrased truth table, (b) phrased
truth table embedded in a sentence, (c) colored truth table embedded
in a sentence, (d) logic sentence.
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Table 2: Results of simulator-based experiments for improved
truth tables and logic sentence.
Question

Phrased truth Phrased truth
table
table
(33 students) embedded in
sentence
(30 students)
15%
20%

Daytime
doorbell (AB)
Garage open at 16%
night (A’B’)

Experiments – Table Versus Logic Sentence

We ran simulator-based experiments again with students in a
computer applications course and an introduction to
programming course for scientists/engineers. We included 3
problems and tested 2 logic block versions: the colored truth
table embedded in a sentence, and the logic sentence.
Participants had to instantiate and connect the blocks
themselves, and had 15 minutes to complete the exercises.
Table 3 shows slightly better performance by students using
the logic sentence block for the slightly more difficult
nighttime doorbell. Most interesting is that we see better
performance by students using the logic sentence block for
the motion on property problem. Although that problem
seems simple, it requires a student using a truth table block to
place three switches in the yes position, whereas the other
two problems require only one switch in the yes position. In
contrast, the sentence structure only requires moving the
function switch from AND to OR.
Table 3 also shows “close to correct” responses in
parentheses, defined as meaning that only one switch was in
the wrong position. Notice that the logic sentence
outperforms the truth table for all three problems. For the
motion on property problem, note that no student failing to
configure the table correctly was even close to correct.

Logic
sentence
(32 students)

25%

19%

38%

Table 3: Results of simulator-based experiments for logic
sentence and colored truth tables. Numbers in parentheses
include students whose answers were “close to correct.”
Question

(d)

the truth table versions, demonstrating 38% success for the
daytime doorbell.

13%

Colored truth
table
embedded in
sentence
32 students)
22%

Daytime doorbell (AB)
Nighttime doorbell (AB’)
Motion on property (A+B)

Colored truth table
Logic sentence
embedded in a sentence (17 students)
(15 students)
47% (67%)
47% (71%)
33% (52%)
41% (76%)
33% (33%)
65% (71%)

program. We gave them the simulator-based experiment,
beginning with the daytime doorbell as the problem to solve
(other problems involved state-based blocks and are beyond
the scope of this paper). Students had to instantiate, connect,
and configure the blocks. The only logic block available to
them was the logic sentence block. Seven of the eight
students, or 88%, correctly instantiated and configured the
logic sentence based block.
Physical Logic Block Prototype Using a Logic Sentence

Based on the results of the above experiments, we built new
physical prototypes for our logic block, using a logic
sentence structure. We informally utilized these blocks with
10 additional users, and have not yet seen users encounter
problems utilizing the block. Although a logic-sentence block
only covers eight of the possible 16 functions of two inputs,
we have found that those eight functions seem to cover most
practical uses of a logic block.
OTHER EXPERIMENTS

Experiment – Logic Sentence Block and Motivated
Participants

We compared the user success rate of our single block logic
approach with an approach using separate blocks for AND,
OR and NOT. In the simulator-based experiments of Table 3,
we included separate AND, OR, and NOT blocks as one of
the versions. Users instantiated and connected the blocks.
Table 4 summarizes results. We see the AND/OR/NOT
blocks are competitive with the best truth table and logic
sentences. However, we see that the logic sentence still has a
higher success rate –we see that the intermediate students had
a success rate of 69%, compared to the logic sentence of
92%. Nevertheless, AND/OR/NOT seems to be a viable
option when multiple blocks for logic are feasible. We point
out again though that, when using physical blocks, utilizing
multiple blocks for a logic function can be inconvenient.

We conducted an experiment in the summer of 2004 in
which the participants were eight high-school graduates
planning to attend our university as some type of engineering
major, who voluntarily enrolled in a summer enrichment

We also experimented with a colored logic sentence block,
inspired by the colored truth table’s success. The phrase
“When A is yes/no” is replaced with a green or red “A,”
likewise for B. We introduced this colored logic sentence

We conducted the same experiment with “intermediate”
students in a second programming course, using the daytime
doorbell logic problem. Only 42% of the students
successfully configured the truth table block, while 92%
configured the logic sentence correctly likely because the
logic sentence block looks similar to a Boolean expression in
a programming language’s branch or loop construct.

Table 4: Results of using AND/OR/INV blocks. Numbers in
parentheses include “close to correct” solutions.
Question

Non-expert Students
(16 students)
Daytime doorbell (AB)
63% (69%)
Nighttime doorbell (AB’)
50% (38%)
Motion on property (A+B) 63% (63%)

Intermediate Students
(13 students)
69% (77%)

block into the earlier-described table verse logic sentence
experiments. 12 students had received the simulator version
with the colored logic sentence block. The colored logic
sentence block did not perform as well as the regular logic
sentence block, having only a 58% success rate compared to
the 92% success rate of the regular logic sentence block.

functions. We presented a variety of logic block interfaces,
and experiments showing that non-expert users have
difficulty with truth table based blocks. We demonstrated
that utilizing color in truth tables improves success, and that a
logic block having a sentence-like structure with some
configurable switches yields a better success rate.
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CONCLUSION
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